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ABSTRACT 
 
I partner hanno elaborato una scheda tecnica comune per la raccolta di dati ed informazioni utili 
per l’individuazione dei 40 itinerari tematici FUTOURIST. E’ stata valutata la presenza di elementi 
paesaggistici, storici, culturali ed ambientali di particolare interesse al fine di poter condurre il 
visitatore alla riscoperta dei valori autentici attraverso un ambiente incontaminato. 
Nelle singole aree di progetto le scelte degli itinerari sono state condivise con enti, organizzazioni 
ed operatori economici del settore.  
 
Die Projektpartner haben ein gemeinsames technisches Datenblatt für die Bestimmung der 40 
FUTOURIST Routen vereinbart. Es wurden vor allem die landschaftlichen, die kulturellen und 
historischen und die ökologischen Elemente berücksichtigt um den Besucher durch eine noch 
unberührte Umwelt zur Wiederentdeckung der echten Lebenswerte zu führen.  
In den verschiedenen Projektgebieten wurde die Wahl der Routen auch an die Behörden, den 
Tourismusvereinen und –unternehmern mitgeteilt. 
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INTRODUCTION 
FUTOURIST is pursuing new and innovative approaches satisfying the increasing demand 

of a natural tourism and the need of people to live a really intense experience among 

nature. The project faces the growing importance of sustainable activities to guarantee a 

soft tourism and the economic and social stability of a region. It also promotes an 

untouched landscape, as a base for an almost natural tourism. 

One of  FUTOURIST’s goal is to identify 40 thematic tours where various outdoor 

activities  can be practiced.  

Project partners have first fixed 20 common evaluation criteria regarding: morphology & 

infrastructure, nature & culture, tourism, economy and players for the selection of the 

experimental pilot areas in order to ensure the sustainability of the project continuing 

project activities and transferring  them on other areas beyond the conclusion of the 

project. Afterwards the local stakeholders have been involved in the identification of the 

itineraries, that are less known and that are able to fully express and satisfy the project’s 

objectives. 

 

For this purpose a common format of the technical data sheet  has been elaborated to 

collect the data for processing the crossborder Technical Report of the 40 itineraries 

included in Futourist. 

 

Interreg VA ITAT 2011 FUTOURIST - WP3 - Itineraryidentification 
Technical data sheet 

  Pilot area 
Itinerary 
(Title) 

Theme 

Technical 
information 
(distance, ascent, 
duration, 
difficulty) 

Description of 
the itinerary 

Emotional 
attractions 
peculiarities 

Kind of 
outdoor 
activity 

Target 

1                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

BELLUNO 
 

 

 

In the Province of Belluno, after the selection of the three experimental pilot areas  in 

which sustainable tourism has to be promoted (Agordino, Alpago and DolomitiPrealpi), 

the Chamber of Commerce, in close collaboration with the DMO Dolomiti and the local 

Touristic Consortiums,  has gathered information and expectations from local operators 

(tour operators, tourist guides, travel agencies, tourist office operators,..) and 

institutions. There were confrontationswith  buyers during the following international 

events  in order to collect also the emerging touristic requests and needs  and the trends 

in the touristic market abroad: “Dolomiti Show. Buy Veneto-Montagna 2018”, “TTG 

Rimini 2018”, “Workshop in Copenhagen and Stockholm (24/25-10-2018)” and “WTM 

London (4/6-10-2018)”. 

Following what emerged from these comparisons and meetings 15 itineraries – 5 in each 

pilot area -  havebeen identified . 

The routes have been  chosen due to their characteristics and peculiarities and the 

presence of an high concentration of prestigious elements, of environmental, landscaping, 

historical and cultural character. The goal is a sustainable development promoting 

unique experiences among pure and uncontaminated nature, that lead the visitor in a 

process of regeneration and awareness of the surrounding environment. The user is 

conducted in an emotional itinerary that leads to the research of authentic values and the 

pleasure of the atmosphere in an environmentally friendly way.  

The chosen itineraries will be illustrated, starting from their localization, level of 

difficulties, its consequent target and its main characteristics, peculiarities and emotional 

attractions. The specific kind of outdoor activities considered for these areas are 

trekking, nordic-walking and mountain-bike because of their perfect suitability on 

territory. Moreover, there have been identified four main themes, that characterize the 

itineraries: landscape, history, culture and local products. Of course the common thread 

is nature, which is always the protagonist. A designed matrix can better represent the 

link between the selected themes and the areas, from which the itineraries  result: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

         AGORDINO             ALPAGO 
DOLOMITI 

PREALPI 

LANDSCAPE Landscape Itineraries Landscape Itineraries Landscape Itineraries 

HISTORY    History  Itineraries History  Itineraries History  Itineraries 

CULTURE Culture Itineraries Culture Itineraries Culture Itineraries 

LOCAL 

PRODUCTS 
Local product 

itineraries 
Local product 

itineraries 

Local product 
itineraries 

 
Finally,  for let general public and stakeholders be aware of  the potential and the beauty of 

these areas and their itineraries, it was thought to promote them through the organization 

of  events. In particular the best strategic way is to combine specific events for the selected 

itineraries with the calendar of already existing and well-known public events organized in 

the surrounding or near areas.  

 

 
Smaller interventions to ease the accessibility of the itineraries 

 

Each trail has beenarranged, experimented and mapped .  GPX tracks have been created 
for each itinerary. 
On each trail ahead a wooden display refers – in Italian and English - to Futourist project 
and the characteristics of the trail. A specific QR Code enables the connection through 
smartphone to the digitalized path which is kept by www.dolomitiprealpi.it in order to 
download the GPX track of the itinerary directly on the individual mobile device. 
This solution minimises signs installations along the paths and removes future 
maintenance costs. It also meets the needs of the growing number of  highly skilled hikers 
and bikers who want to get detailed updated information.  
 
On October 29th, 2018 the storm Vaia knocked down also in Belluno a huge number of 
trees and hundreds of kilometers of forest roads and trails have to be restored. Therefore 
also Futourist itineraries have been checked again and some stretches have been 
rearranged, cleaned up and the downed trees removed. 

 
  

http://www.dolomitiprealpi.it/


 

 

 
PILOT AREA 

 
 

AGORDINO 

 

 

 

 

            EVENTS 
The identified itineraries can be promoted through already existing events, that are 

attractive and well recognized by the stakeholders and the general public. They can be 

linked to the selected routes depending on their location and the season. These are 

annual events, organized always in the same period of the year. They are divided mainly 

in two different themes, nature&sport and tradition&culture, as follows: 

 

 

NATURE AND SPORT:  

 Splash Party:  a sport event which takes place in Alleghe at Piani di Pezzè, usually 

at the end of March/beginning of April, to celebrate in a cheerful way the end of 

the winter season. 

 Transcivetta:  a summer sport event. It's a sky-running competition which takes 

place in the Civetta area, starting from the little hamlet of Listolade and ending in 

Alleghe. It always takes place in July. 

 Ciclinvalle: it’s a cycling non competitive competition which usually takes place 

the last Sunday of August and sees many bikers (MTB and road bike) riding from 

the centre of the main town Agordo along the suggestive Val di San Lucano, which 

goes from Taibon to the foot of the majestic Pale di San Lucano. 

 Ski Alp Molino Caverson: a sport event that is a night ski-mountaineering 

contest which usually takes place in February going from Molino square in 

Falcade up to Caverson site at night. 

 Extreme Trail Vertical 107: a summer sport event, paired to the winter Ski Alp 

Molino Caverson. It's a sky-running competition which starts from Molino square 

in Falcade and ends to Le Buse site, the first track goes along a steel staircase 

made up of 107 steps. 

 Ski&WineArabba/Marmolada: it’s asport and food&wine event, that is a ski tour 

along the slopes of Arabba/Marmolada at the end of the winter season 



 

 

accompanied by the ski instructors, stopping in the refuges tasting some good 

wine paired to local food. 

 Spartan Race: it’s a challenging event open to the lovers of strength and nature 

who will have to survive to a range of natural obstacles, from fire to mud, trees 

and rocks at the foot of Civetta Mountain. 

 Chamois at dawn: in summer at dawn the local nature guide takes you to watch 

ad admire in high altitude the wild animals of the Dolomites. 

 Dawn in Marmolada: it’s anature and sport event to admire the dawn from the 

highest point of the Dolomites, Marmolada, and after an early breakfast in high 

altitude a descent on skis along the longest ski slopes of the Dolomites: the 

Bellunese. 

 

 
TRADITION AND CULTURE:  

 Se Desmonteghea in Val del Biois:  a tradition and culture event, which takes 

place at the end of September to celebrate the return to valley of the livestock  and 

the shepherds. It is a weekend full of tradition, music, folk dance, local dishes and 

the main event is the colorful and joyful parade of the cows adorned with flowers 

along the roads of the village of Falcade. 

 Events to  Castello di Andraz: culture event, during summertime, Andraz Castle 

hosts many events both during the day and at night, from music to exhibitions, 

workshops and games. 

 La Sbriseda: a tradition sport event: at the end of the winter a funny and cheerful 

descent along the Bellunese slope at the foot of the Marmolada glacier dressed 

with the old traditional clothes on old skis, to remember the past. 

 

 

 

 

ITINERARIES 
In the Agordino area there have been identified 5 itineraries that are homogeneously 

distributed all over the territory. These are one-day and/or circular routes thought for a 

transversal target, from families to hikers, compared to the level of difficulty and the 

duration. The sports that are more suitable are trekking and MTB for longer distances, in 

order to choose which one corresponds better to every kind of need. The themes that 

mark out  the routes reflect the characteristics mentioned in  the presentation of the area. 

The theme of nature is always present and they are added the themes of history, culture 

and local products.  



 

 

 
The selected itineraries are summarized as follow: 
 

 
ITINERARY THEME 

EMOTIONAL 
ATTRACTIONS 

OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES 

TARGET 

1 
Passo Staulanza - 

Orme dei Dinosauri 
Nature and 

 History 

Footsteps of the 
dinosaurs Trekking Hikers and families 

2 
 Walk at Ru de 
Rialt Waterfall 

Nature and 
Landscape 

Sound of the 
water  Trekking Hikers and families 

3 
In the kingdom of 

Chamois 
Nature and  
Lanscape 

Wild nature 
Trekking Hikers and families 

4 
Family walking - 

Castello di Andraz 
Nature, Culture 

and History 

Mysteries and 
locallegends Trekking Hikers and families 

5 
MTB - Rifugio Flora 

Alpina 
Nature and 

Culture 

Immensity of 
meadows and 

Dolomites 
MTB MTbikers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

PILOT AREA 
 

 

ALPAGO 
 

 

 

 

 

EVENTS 
Potentially linkable to the slected itineraries, in the pilot area of Alpago the main events 

that are linked to the theme of active holidays, craftsmanship and sport are: 

 

Animation events: 

19 marzo a Chies  festa patronale mostra mercato 

26 luglio a Pieve festa patronale di S.Anna 

15 agosto a Tambre : grande fiera mercato dell'Assunta Fiera degli uccelli 

15 agosto a Lamosano: festa patronale di San Lorenzo 

24 agosto a Puos: festa patronale di San Bartolomeo  

8 settembre a Puos : 'bionatural' mostra mercato di prodotti biologici  

8 settembre a Farra: festa della Madonna del Runal 

11 novembre: a San Martino di Chies festa patronale  

 

Sportive events:  

maggio a Puos: Alpago ecotrail 

agosto a  Lamosano  campionati internazionali di mtb 

agosto a  Farra/ Puos cicloturistica di beneficenza Giro del Lago  

febbraio a Tambre Transcavallo gara internazionale di sci alpinismo   

ottobre a Chies: Chies e le sue montagne    

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ITINERARIES 
Five itineraries have been identified in the Alpago area. They are located near the Lake 

Santa Croce and along the Cansiglio plateau. These are routes mainly for hikers, who love 

trekking and nordic walking. The difficulty is different from one itinerary to another and, 

as a consequence, the target varies from families to experts. Nature and Landscape 

characterize three itineraries. In addition there is the presence of local products and 

history in the other two.  

 

 

 

 

 

The selected itineraries are summarized as follow: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ITINERARY THEME 
EMOTIONAL 

ATTRACTIONS 
OUTDOOR 

ACTIVITIES 
TARGET 

1 
“On the trail of the 

deer” path 
Nature and 
Landscape 

Cansiglioforest, 
animals (deers) 

Trekking and 
Nordicwalking 

Hikers 

2 “The Alchemist” path 
Nature and 
Landscape 

Alchemist house Trekking and 
Nordicwalking 

Hikers 

3 “S’ cios” path 
Nature and 
Landscape 

Big and small  snails Trekking and 
Nordicwalking 

Hikers 

4 
“Cippi della 

Serenissima” path 
Nature and 

History 

Traces of 
Serenissima 

Venezia 

Trekking and 
Nordicwalking 

Hikers 

5 
Farra D’Alpago – Lago 

di Santa Croce 
Nature and Local 

Products 

Wild nature and 
local traditions Nordicwalking Hikers 

 



 

 

 

PILOT AREA 
 
 

DOLOMITI PREALPI 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

EVENTS 
The events in the DolomitiPrealpi area are many and of different typologies: from active 

holiday, sport to traditions and craftsmanship passing through food and wine. These 

events are distributed all over the territory and organized homogeneously during the 

year. For this reason they can be a good way for promoting the itineraries depending on 

their location and their theme, through the promotional material and the digital channels 

of communication. Below the list of the events, divided by their typology and, as a 

consequence, for different kind of targets: 

 

 

ACTIVE HOLIDAYS AND SPORT: 

 Dolomiti Beer Trail: it is trail in the Mount Avena, usually at the end of March; 

 24 h Castelli: it is cycling exhibition divided in teams, which race in relay in a 

circuit for 24 hours. It takes place in the area of Feltre, usually in June; 

 Giro del Piave: it is a cycling race Elite Under 23 from Longarone to Pedavena; 

 GranfondoSportful: it is the“cycling granfondo” with the greater difference in 

altitude in Italy (204,1 km and 4.900 mt of difference in altitude), that it has also a 

medium level route (133,8  

km and 3.050 mt of difference in altitude). It has 4500 participants and it takes 

place in June in the Feltre area; 

 Via Claudia Augusta trail: it is a trail in the mountains on the route of the ancient 

Roman road, usually in June; 

 Giro delle Mura: it is an international running road race during the night around 

the walls of Feltre, usually at the end of August; 

 Santa Klaus Running: it is a running race in Pedavena in December, where the 

participants uniform is the Santa Klaus costume; 



 

 

 “Ciaspalonga del Monte Avena”: it is a race with the “ci{spe”, the snow shoes in 

the Mount Avena in February; 

 Tour of Italy Cycling Competition, stage Feltre – Croce d’Aune: on the 1st June 

2019, there will be the stage of the Tour of Italy that will include a part of the 

route of the “GranfondoSportful” mentioned above. 

 
FOOD AND WINE AND CRAFSMANSHIP: 

 “Fair of the found object”:  it is an antiques market that takes place in the 

historical centre of Feltre, every second Sunday of the month, from April to 

December; 

 Exhibition of artistic and traditional craftsmanship: the best local and 

international artisans exhibit their works in the hallways of the historical centre of 

Feltre in an event accompanied by music, artistic competitions and shows at the 

end of June/begin of July; 

 Barley Festival: tastings, visits to the factory, barley delivery for the construction 

of the Dolomiti beer in the Pedavena brewery in July; 

 Magnalonga: enogastronomic walk in Val Morel (Limana) with tastings of typical 

products, usually in July; 

 SagradeiS’cios: it a snail festival in Quero-Vas in July; 

 Festa di Melere: it is a well recognized festival where food and wine, music and 

sport are the protagonists. It takes place in Melere (Trichiana) in July; 

 FestadellaPatataDe.C.o. (“ De.C.o. Potato Festival”): it is a food and wine review 

dedicated to the potato De.C.o. in August in Cesiomaggiore; 

 Festa del Fagiolo di Lamon (“Festival of the Lamon Bean”): it is a foos and 

wine review dedicated to the P.g.i bean of Lamon in September; 

 Colors, flavors, autumn scents at Villa Patt: it is a market at Villa Patt (Sedico), 

where there are  meetings on typical local products at the end of September; 

 Market exhibition of agricultural, artisanal and commercial activities: it is 

amarket exhibition with typical products and shows in Santa Giustina in October; 

 Pumpkin Festival: it is a festival in Caorera (Vas) in October, where there are 

typical dishes based on pumpkin, flea markets and shows; 

 Grapes Festival: it is a festival in Fonzaso in October, where there are market and 

shows with presentations of grapes and local wines; 

 Chestnut Festival: it is a market in Pedavena in November, where the chestnuts 

are roasted; 

 Honey Festival: there are markets and shows while the best honeys are rewarded 

in Limana in October; 

 “Moroni” Festival: it is a food and wine review dedicated to all the variety of 

chestnuts in Seren del Grappa in October; 



 

 

 

 Mele a Mel (“Apples in Mel”): it is a market with local products, shows and 

exhibitions in the ancient entrance halls of the town courts, where the main 

protagonist is the apple.  It takes place in Mel in October; 

 “Fiera delle Anime”: it is a market with local and agricultural products in October 

in Arsiè, one of the most ancient of the Province dating 1666; 

 Fiera del Pom Prussian (“Fairs of the Prussian Apple”: it is a food and wine 

review dedicated to the Prussian Apple with conferences and markets. It takes 

place in Faller di Sovramonte in October; 

 Ancient Fair of San Matteo: it is a fair in Feltre in November, where there are 

conferences and markets of  local products, in particular of the “walnut of Feltre”. 

 
TRADITIONS AND HISTORY: 

 Lamon breed sheep review: conferences and events regarding the sheep of 

Lamon breed. It is located in Lamon in June; 

 Palio of Feltre: historical re-enactment with horse race and historical parade to 

remember the annexation to Venice in 1404. It is in Feltre in August; 

 La Gran Adunanza – Desmontegada: it is a festival in Pedavena in September for 

the descent down the mountain pastures. 

 

 

 

 

 

ITINERARIES 
In the DolomitiPrealpi area they have been identified 5 itineraries that are 

homogeneously distributed all over the territory. These are one-day and/or circular 

routes that best suits every kind of needs: simple for families, cycling for sportsmen or 

alone for "hermits". compared to the level of difficulty and the duration. The main sport 

chosen is MTB, even if these itineraries can be followed by feet. The themes that 

characterize the routes reflect the characteristics mentioned in the presentation of the 

area. The theme of nature is always present and in some case, it is so evident that it is 

considered as the theme “landscape”. In addition the theme of history characterizes three 

of them. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The selected itineraries are summarized as follow: 
 

 

 
ITINERARY THEME 

EMOTIONAL 
ATTRACTIONS 

OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES 

TARGET 

1 
Croce d’Aune – Rifugio 

Dal Piaz 
Nature and 
Landscape 

Belluno Dolomites 
National Park MTB Expert Mtbikers 

2 
Melere – Pian de le 
Femene ring-route 

Nature and 
History 

Beautiful view on the 
Treviso plain MTB Expert Mtbikers 

3 Anello Lamonese 
Nature and 

History 

Local history, Roman 
bridge MTB Mtbikers 

4 
Ring-route around Feltre 

and “Valle di Lamen” 
Nature and 
Landscape 

Earthly paradise in 
peace and nature MTB Expert Mtbikers 

5 Anello Zumellese 
Nature and 

History 

Castle and 
historicaltradition MTB Expert Mtbikers 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Asiago 

 

 
The Town of Asiago had organized a first meeting to define the pilot area where are going to 

focus the actions and interventions/operations forecast for the project. Subsequently, 2 other 

meetings were organized with the managing authorities/organizations of the territory and some 

local realities. During these assemblies other 5 topics itineraries were identified  to develop and 

promote the practice of outdoors activities. 

The routes are chosen due to their characteristics and peculiarities and the presence of an high 

concentration of prestigious elements, of environmental, landscaping, historical and cultural 

character. The goal is a sustainable development promoting unique experiences among pure and 

uncontaminated nature, that lead the visitor in a process of regeneration and awareness of the 

surrounding environment. The user is conducted in an emotional itinerary that leads to the 

research of authentic values and the pleasure of the atmosphere in an environmentally friendly 

way.  

The chosen itineraries will be illustrated, starting from their localization, level of difficulties, its 

consequent target and its main characteristics, peculiarities and emotional attractions. The 

specific kind of outdoor activities considered for these areas are trekking, nordic-walking and 

mountain-bike because of their perfect suitability on territory. Moreover, they have been 

identified four main themes, that characterize the itineraries: landscape, history, culture and local 

products. Of course the common thread is nature, which is always the protagonist.  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   ASIAGO E LE SUE CONTRADE

LANDSCAPE HISTORY   CULTURE LOCAL PRODUCTS



 

 

 
 

PILOT AREA 
 
 

ASIAGO E LE SUE CONTRADE 

 

 

 

 

ITINERARIES 
In the Asiago area they have been identified 5 itineraries that are homogeneously distributed 

all over the territory. These are one-day and/or circular routes thought for a transversal 

target, from families to hikers, compared to the level of difficulty and the duration. The sports 

that are more suitable are trekking and MTB for longer distances, in order to choose which 

one corresponds better to every kind of need. The themes that mark out  the routes reflect the 

characteristics mentioned in the presentation of the area. The theme of nature is always 

present and they are added the themes of history, culture and local products.  

 
The selected itineraries are summarized as follow: 
 

 
 
ITINERARY THEME 

EMOTIONAL 
ATTRACTIONS 

OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES 

TARGET 

1 
The “Via Tilman” 
and the “Calà del 

Sasso” 

Nature, 
History and 

Lanscape 

4.444 steps in the 
middle of nature 

Trekking / MTB Hikers and families 

2 
 The forest of the 

Barenthal 

Nature, 
Culture and 

History 

The magic and 
the silence of the 

forest 
Trekking / MTB Hikers and families 

3 
The “Monte 

Zebio” 

Nature, 
History and  

Lanscape 
First World War Trekking / MTB Hikers and families 

4 

“Forte Interrotto” 
and the Austrian 
Graveyard of the 

Mosciagh 

Nature and 
History 

The architectural 
grandeur of the 

fort 
Trekking / MTB Hikers and families 

5 
From Asiago to the 

stars 

Nature, 
Culture and 

Local Products 

The beauty of the 
sky 

Trekking Hikers and families 

 

 



 

 

 

 

TYROL 

 

 
In the Tyrolthree pilot areas in which nature experiences are implemented andsustainable 

nature tourism offers will be promoted were selected: Brandenberg, TirolerGailtal, Tiroler 

Oberland.  

After the selection, which was based on project compliant criteria, an intense research and 

field work by experts was conducted to find the authentic and outstanding features in 

nature/landscape/culinary/people that are unique for the respective pilot region. Also, in the 

course of public events, which took place in each of the pilot regions, the project vision and 

goals were presented and the locals invited to share their ideas. Furthermore, meetings with 

municipalities and the touristic boards of the respective regions aimed to gather information, 

in particular about the uniqueness of the region. 

As a result, a catalogue of ideas, measures and activities emerged, that may be implemented 

and promoted during the course of the project in the respective pilot regions. Based on this 

first selection of measures and activities, a local action group (in each of the pilot regions) was 

invited to share their view on the selection, propose activities/ideas and define the focus of 

natural and cultural activities to be laid on. The local action groups consisted of actors and 

stakeholders from different interest groups such as tourism boards, municipalities, tour 

operators, guides, agriculture, forestry members of NGOs acting in nature, landscape, nature 

conservation.  

As a result from the workshop, a paper emerged which was the basis for the further planning 

of nature activities, thematic routes, thematic workshops and events to be implemented in the 

course of the project. The paper highlights the thematic meta-focus of each of the pilot regions. 

That is “wild forest landscapes and nature”inBrandenberg, “agriculture and traditional 

knowledge” in the TirolerGailtal and “Tracing back time/landscape memories” in the Tiroler 

Oberland. With this meta-focus in mind, 20 route itineraries where identified in the Tyrol (5 in 

Brandenberg, 5 in TirolerGailtal and 10 in Tiroler Oberland) and thematic workshops were 

conducted to allow the visitor to find the unique natural experience. Further, in each of the 

pilot regions, thematic routes where developed with minor installations. In the Tiroler 

Oberland the thematic “cloud” “IN_KLÅNG” combines eight route suggestions, in Brandenberg 

billboards and brochures inform about butterflies and forest pastures in the “Butterfly Valley”, 

in the TirolerGailtal a bookable experience HÖFE TRAIL was created. The development and 

creation of thematic routes and thematic preparation was a process that involved locals and 

local stakeholder. 

Each trail has been mapped.  GPX tracks have been created for each itinerary. The tracks can 

be downloaded from www.alpenvereinactive.com.  

 

http://www.alpenvereinactive.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

PILOT AREA 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
ITINERARY THEME 

EMOTIONAL 
ATTRACTIONS 

OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES 

TARGET 

 
1 

Natur and Village 
circuit 

Wild 
forestlandscapes 

and nature 

Wild forestlandscapes 
and nature 

Thematicroute and 
guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

 
2 

A circularwalk in 
Brandenbergs 

Butterfly valley 

Wild 
forestlandscapes 

and nature 

Rich abundance of 
butterflies 

Thematicroute and 
self-

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

 
3 

Visiting the 
forestpastures of 

Eilalm and 
Labeggalm 

Wild 
forestlandscapes 

and nature 

Mesmerizinglandscapes, 
specialized flora and 

fauna 

Thematicroute and 
self-

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

 
4 “Out onto the wild 

marshes” 

Wild 
forestlandscapes 

and nature 

Magicalmarshes with 
specializedplants and 

creatures.  
 

Thematicroute and 
guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

 
5 

Log driving on the 
BrandenbergerAche 

Wild 
forestlandscapes 

and nature 
Historic Log driving 

Thematicroute and 
guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BRANDENBERG 



 

 

 
 
 
 

PILOT AREA 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
ITINERARY THEME 

EMOTIONAL 
ATTRACTIONS 

OUTDOOR 
ACTIVITIES 

TARGET 

1 

Höfe Trail – stage 
1: Hollbruck – St 

Oswald – Kartitsch 

Agriculture and 
traditional 
knowledge 

 

Close to life, close to 
nature: Meet cultural 

landscapes and farmers 

Thematicroute, 
self-guided and 

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

2 
Höfe Trail – stage 

2: Kartitsch – 
Obertilliach 

Agriculture and 
traditional 
knowledge 

 

Close to life, close to 
nature: Meet cultural 

landscapes and farmers 

Thematicroute, 
self-guided and 

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

3 

Höfe Trail – stage 
3: Obertilliach – 
Untertilliach – 

Wacht 

Agriculture and 
traditional 
knowledge 

 

Close to life, close to 
nature: Meet cultural 

landscapes and farmers 

Thematicroute, 
self-guided and 

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

4 

From Kartitsch to 
Obstans: a hike up 

to the Alpine 
pastures 

Agriculture and 
traditional 
knowledge 

 

Close to live, close to 
nature: Meet agricultural 
landscapes and farmers 

Thematicroute and 
guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

5 

From Leiten in 
Obertilliach to the 

Stuckensee – a 
hikeinto mountain 

meadows 

Agriculture and 
traditional 
knowledge 

 

Close to live, close to 
nature: Meet agricultural 
landscapes and farmers 

Thematicroute and 
guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

 
 
 

TYROLEAN GAILTAL 



 

 

 
 

PILOT AREA 
 
 
 
  
 

 ITINERARY THEME 
EMOTIONAL 

ATTRACTIONS 
OUTDOOR 

ACTIVITIES 
TARGET 

1 
A hike up to the stars – 
Gepatsch, Kaunertal 

Landscape 
memories 

 
Close to the stars 

Thematicroute 
and 

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

2 

On 
Übersachsen’shillsideterrace 
– age-oldcultivatedland high 
aboveTösens 

Landscape 
memories 

 
Flower blossom Thematicroute 

Hikers and 
families 

3 
Up to the “Proas” 
smallholdings, Pfunds 

Landscape 
memories 

 
Oldest settlements 

Thematicroute 
and 

guidedexperiences 

Hikers and 
families 

4 
Into the PfundserTschey via 
Greit and the 
Radurschlklamm gorge 

Landscape 
memories 

 

mountain pastures- 
the oldest form of 
herding in the Alps 

Thematicroute 
Hikers and 

families 

5 
Nature river rafting on the 
Inn 

Landscape 
memories 

 
Ecosystem river Inn 

Guided nature 
tour 

Families 

6 
GschneierAlm pasture and 
PlatzerAlm pasture from the 
PfundserTschey 

Landscape 
memories 

 

unique high-valley 
scenery 

Thematicroute 
Hikers and 

families 

7 Visiting Radurschl Valley 
Landscape 
memories 

 

encounters with the 
living history of the 

landscape 
Thematicroute 

Hikers and 
families 

8 KoblerAlm pasture 
Landscape 
memories 

 

mountain pastures- 
the oldest form of 
herding in the Alps 

Thematicroute 
Hikers and 

families 

9 
Munt – Parditsch – 
Tantervals 

Landscape 
memories 

 

Historicterrace-
culture and 

cultivatedlandscape 
 

Thematicroute 
Hikers and 

families 

10 

A hike from Tösens to 
Riedalong the Via Claudia 
Augusta 

Landscape 
memories 

 

culture and 
cultivatedlandscapes 

Thematicroute 
Hikers and 

families 

 

TYROLEAN OBERLAND 


